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You said Glancing Destruction scales with Crit...but it
doesn't actually scale with Crit. It's static. If you're using
this, your staff isn't crit, it's bound to Firebrand.Firebrand
(tier 16): (918. 4) + 918% = 63,396Firebrand works great
as a utility attack with Prismatic Bolt, but doesn't have any

use until much later.Ignore this for now. So what I'm
confused about is how people say that they ignore

Firebrand, but then still have their left click assigned to it.
You said if you move from one mob to the next, you would
refresh your damage from Firebrand. How do you refresh
Firebrand when you have Prismatic Bolt as your left click,

but don't have Firebrand assigned? Dude, this was SO
good! This was SO good! I read every word! You're

awesome! I don't know if I'll ever be this good at a guide.
But just know that your guide made a difference to this

poor, strange guy. Your guide has made me love
Embermages. I didn't even think about having my left click
assigned to Prismatic and Triple Bolt. But I'm almost done
with the guide and it's convinced me to keep using my left
click. I'm now using my left click 98% of the time. This is a
pretty comprehensive guide. If you're interested in playing
an Embermage and want my impressions on the build, this

is the place. 'nuff said.And a well-known quote from the
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game Immortal Tyrant:
http://torchlight2.zam.com/forum/showthread.php?t=68081
TL respec free for this build, but if you still like it one could
swap the initial point to Cataclysm, which is twice as fast
and deals more damage, or Prismatic Bolt, which hits for

double the damage and deals more burning damage-over-
time. What we wanted to focus on was burning damage-

over-time. The flame blasts from this skill are both immune
and the damage from every hit is improved by Focus and
+% fire damage. I don't get why you would respec Free to

Magma Mace, and you can't respec Magma Mace to another
skill? Thats just poor design choices
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the embermage is the most popular torchlight 2 class given
their effectiveness in both solo and multiplayer games
through the damage they bring to the team. unlike the

engineer though the embermage has a greater focus on
damage and lacks durability so youll have to fight carefully

across normal and new game plus modes. those that
position themselves carefully though and spend the time to
acquire the necessary loot and levels will find themselves in

control of a powerhouse torchlight 2 character that few
builds can match. in this prismatic bolt build guide we will

detail the necessary skill and stat point allocations
necessary to play the embermage effectively. this skill is

pretty self-explanatory and will be your bread and butter as
an embermage. also a very good way to increase your

damage if played well. fire brand is great with prismatic
bolt, since it forces enemies to come closer to you, allowing
prismatic bolt to hit them easier. the second major skill for

the embermage. prismatic bolt has a whopping 30% chance
to freeze enemies for 1.5 seconds (which resets after 1.5
seconds). if this happens, the target is unable to move or

attack for the duration. this effect only affects enemies that
are within a three-meter radius of you when prismatic bolt
hits them, but you should still aim to use it on bosses and
other high-dps enemies. it's effective against single-target
dps enemies, but it's really only useful as a damage-spam
skill against groups of enemies. at this point in the build,
you will be using prismatic bolt quite frequently. you can

make use of fire brand or rapid fire depending on whether
you want to spam with ignite or focus on single-target dps
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damage. i would recommend using rapid fire and fire brand
over rapid fire and ignite, since fire brand is a great early-
game skill and allows you to use rapid fire in place of fire

brand. 5ec8ef588b
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